
The day Nick Lowles of Searchlight gave some "secretst' away.

Most folk today lvhen they think of Nick Lowles will think of the mouthpiece for the anti-white
hatesheet "searchlight". They will think of an individual who likes to porhay himself as some great

anti-fascist researcher. As someone who goes into the "Belly of the beast" and reports from the
perceived front line. Ever since Lowles became co-editor of "Searchlies" we have had many wildly
exaggerated and down right falsified reports allegedly from him. This is well in keeping with the

traditions of this vile rag, purporting to be journalism.

Dispatches from the BNP's "Red, White and Blue" festivals, the Anglo-French dinner or Nationalist
branch meetings and the occasional "white power" gig are always grossly distorted. Unfailingly we
have Lowles just scraping past event security where he is then able to record or report on the Jew-

baiting and Hitler worshipping that Lowles and all the other Searchlight liars would have us believe
occurs at such events.

Of course no one really believes that Lowles attends these events. He undoubtedly relies on
movement touts, agents provocateurs and titbits from unsuspecting individuals who let their tongues

waggle once the beer flows. If Lowles had ever attended such events he would have had to be heavily
disguised. Searchlight and their ZOG puppetmasters would never contemplate Lowles being caught
and unmasked and perhaps (in their fevered minds) ending up as fertiliser for that splendid farm at

Sawley in Lancashire where the BNP regularly hold their "RW'8" festivals.
Recently Nick Lowles has not been slow to offer his comrpted opinions to any newspaper, up and

down the land, that has a "movement", and in particular an anti-BNP smear story running. The Daily
Record rag in Scotland regularly quotes Lowles, as if quoting from the oracle, and as usual the Lowles
spin and distortion is clearly evident. Alastair Campbell is a rank amateur compared with this
spinmeister

This arrogant race traitor, (and I have to assume that he is in fact a white renegade as I have seen no
evidence yet proving that he is of a certain nomadic tribe normally associated with Searchlight) is very
much different from f,re Nick Lowles I met in London in 1998.

On that occasion I was introduced to Lowies by Darren Wells (then Combat 18 2IC and erstwhile
Searchlight mole and race traitor) and Will Browning, the Cl8 leader. The occasion of our meeting is
rather complicated and lends much of its explanation to the time of the trial of Charlie Sargent and

Martin Cross for the murder of Chris Castle. It was also shortly after the time of the C 1 8 videocassette
bombing campaign in Scandinavia.

To simpliff matters I will explain that I was in London to be filmed by the "World in Action"
(!VIA) TV programme. This prograrnme was to explain that Charlie Sargent (C18 founder member)
was in fact a traitor to the white cause who was working for the ZOG establishment. Sargent was
informing on many white Racial Nationalists in the UK as well as grassing on the beleaguered
Loyalists in Ulster to his Special Branch and MI5 handlers.

My own reasons for taking part in this programme were simple. Not only had I been presented with
definitive proof that Charlie Sargent was working with ZOG but I was also aware that Strathclyde
Police were part of an international conspiracy that allowed a makeshift "video-bomb" to be delivered
to the Highlander Blood and Honour Scotland PO box in Glasgow's east end.

On that occasion postal workers were huniedly removed from the Gartcraig sorting office, a cordon
was thrown around the building and a controlled explosion took place. Strathclyde police were later to
deny that any of the above took place, despite the fact that I had news reports and an internal Post
Offrce "OpsJlasfr" document verifying the controlled explosion, as well as verbal confirmation from a
postal worker who was present at Gartcraig at the time.

I basically agreed to be part of this documentary, frstly to highlight that Chris Castle had been
murdered by someone working for the ZOG state but also, secondly, to highlight the fact that the UK
police hands were "dirb/" when it came to the C18 Scandinavian bombing campaign. Thirdly the
"WIA" crew also assured me that they would allow me to hear from 6 or 7 audiotapes on which Steve
Sargent (Charlies' brother, Cl8 propagandist and author of "Thorwould' and "Putsch") would be
surreptitiously giving information to a joumalist.

In the end it could be considered a waste of time that "World in Action" flew me to London for
filming. The Metropolitan police put what I believe to be called a loD notice" on my testimony. They
claimed that my words were not conducive with British national security and the TV crew had to
witldraw any footage involving me.

It was at that time that I met Nick Lowles. Back then he was little more than a ooGopher" for the
"World in Action" TV crew and in particular a lackey for Andrew Bell, the prograrnmes producer.
I was later to discover that this was the same Andrew Bell who "co-wrote" Ray Hill's fictitious tome
"The other face of terrof'.



Before I first met Lowles, Will Browning and Wells had briefed me. Both regarded Lowles as a
joke, as well as a meal and beer ticket, but they were more than happy to use him and World in Action
to help get the truth out about Charlie

Lowles was very evidently terrified of Will Browning. It is rumoured that C18 people had stripped
Lowles naked in the toilet of a London East End pub. Firstly he was stripped to check that Lowles
wasn't "wired" when they first agreed to meet and jokingly, and secondly, to check that Lowles wasn't
circumcised. The fact that Browning allegedly threatened to'ocruciff" Lowles if he betrayed C18 on
this project only added to "brave" Nick's jitters. From then on Will Browning always referred to
Lowles as "Slippery".

When the filming had ended, at the "World in Action" studios near the Thames, we headed for a pub
that was only a stones throw away. I was very cautious of Lowles initially. In my opinion he was part
of the establishment that I despised. Wells and Browning were more comfortable around him. They had
all met on several occasions previously to discuss C18's participation in the programme. Lowles would
of course be picking up the tab for the food and drinks again. Will Browning did not drink alcohol then
but he made sure that the "WIA" coffers took a dent by sometimes ordering two meals. (It was worth it
just to see the pained look on Lowles face).

When a couple of years later it transpired that Darren Wells was a traitor who was working with
Searchlight, and in particular Nick Lowles, I often wondered if I should have picked up any telltale
signs of their collusion at that time. However, truth being told, I never suspected a thing. I have never
been able to ascertain if Wells was a long-term Searchlight agent or if he turned grass at a later stage,

My frst impression of Nick Lowles, Superspy, was that he was very unremarkable in appearance.
He dressed like a typical lefty student; jeans, baggy T-shirt and baseball cap. He was of medium height
and skinny. The typical lefty again who was an obvious stranger to hard graft.
A comrade of mine rather ploquently put it to me that most professing "workers" were usually built like
"the gable-end ofa five pound note".

Now that the filming was over we basically demanded that "Slippery" get us a liquid lunch on
expenses. As neither Wells or I were unfamiliar witir the bottom of a pint glass tumbler the beer flowed
relentlessly. Lowles kept up with us for a while but was getting progressively drunker.

Before too long Superspy Nick had become all "Palsy Walsy" and his tongue became looser and
looser. He decided to let us in on a few secrets. It was the usual " I shouldn't be telling you this but."
type of thing.

He told us that "W'IA" regularly bribed Scotland Yard officers. When asked how this was
manageable, he simply stated that it was easy for a copper to leave apage open on an informer's list.
(It seems at that time there was a book to veriff where all the touts money should go. Sometimes ZOG
used codenames for their grasses, but not always). A "WIA" researcher, or for that matter a Searchlight
researcher, could grab a quick squint at this document at aprearranged "meet" andHel She/ or It, could
then make their notes before leaving a "donation" with the document.

Lowles then told us that he knew that atthat time (early 1998) there were 20 ZOG informers within
the BNP, past and present, that he knew of on Scotland Yards books, and to give us an example he
mentioned one Simon Chadwick.

Lowles said that Mr Chadwick had been pulled by police, somewhere up in the north of England, for
damaging an Ethnic. Basically, Nick said, he was offered a deal. He could end up in the gulags for a

few years or he could betray his race and work with ZOG. Lowles claimed that Chadwick chose the
latter and was moved to London to spy on the racial movement there.

I have no proof whatsoever to confirm Lowles drunken allegations that Simon was a grass. Simon
Chadwick, I am told, was a regular at BNP/CI8 events in the 1990's. I do not think that he is still there
but if he was a traitor or not, but, (trying to look at things from a leftist angle), should Lowles really be
throwing Chadwick's nan{e into the ring at that time? That is unusual behaviour from a crusading
"Red", drunk or otherwise.

Let us remember that at that time C18 was big news. One Cl8 "faction" (ZOG) had murdered Chris
Castle. There was also a bombing campaign from Denmark, and if we are to believe everything, C18
earlier planned to murder a "World in Action" journalist by the name of Quentin McDermott. Added to
this there were countless fire-bombings and physical assaults on race traitors and "culture-enrichers" of
every ilk that were being attributed to Cl8 then, even if a large part of these attacks weren't necessary
the work of Cl8.

The next individual to be "burnt" by Superspy Nick was the Brighton nationalist printer Tony
Hancock. Lowles said to us that he knew that some years earlier to our meeting Mr Hancock had been
caught by police printing counterfeit "plastic" for some London gangsters. Superspy further alleged
that the printer was offered the same deal as Chadwick was and that Mr Hancock agreed.



This piece of information certainly pricked up the ears of the C I 8 people, especially in the wake of
the Cl8 glossy "Black mags" trials.

When the conversation then tumed to Charlie Sargent's informing on the Ulster Defence Association
([IDA) and, on Johnny Adair in particular;Nick Lowles then offered us another morsel of intelligence.
He claimed to know of a prominent Loyalist leader in Ulster, now dead, who Lowles said, was
"debriefed" by his Special Branch "handlers" shortly before his death. I will not name this individual
out of respect for the family, friends and comrades of the deceased.

That day basically finished in ahaze of beer, (thank you WIA). The next day both Wells and Will
Browning decided to "wilrd up" Lowles. They phoned him and told him that we all had to meet
urgently. They told Lowles, on the phone, that something "serious" had happened, in relation to the
Sargent trial.

Lowles claimed that he was busy but that he could get away and meet us in the evening. Will
arranged for us all to meet on a plush boat / restaurant on the Thames, near Greenwich. When Lowles
appeared he was told fair and square that there was no emergency but that we were all hungry and
thirsty and that he had best get the grub and drinks in. Lowles of course complied for the rest of the
evening. Lowles also produced a small tape recorder that allowed me to listen to tapes of Steve
Sargent giving loads of "movement" information to a journalist.

This is basically the last time I met Nick Lowles, Superspy. Although, if we were to believe the
absolute lies that he has written in Searchlies over the years, I probably, unknowingly, met him at
countless white nationalist events over the years. Then again, maybe I didn't.

In finishing this article I would like to apologise to both Simon Chadwick and Tony Hancock for
bringing their names into this domain. In our circles there can be no greater slur than for an individual
to suggest that someone has betrayed their race. However I hope that both will have broad shoulders
enough to realise that I had to mention their names in order to write this piece, putting some "meat on
the bones" of this article on Nick Lowles. This article would not have been credible if I had just kept it
to anonlmous individuals.

Why Lowles chose to single those two individuals out, I do not know. There is the strong chance that
he hoped to sow the seed of suspicion in our ranks, or there is also the possibility that he wanted us to
think that he was a lot more "in the know" than he really was. Only Slippery knows the answer to that.

My own reasons for writing this piece now are simple. I ama white racial nationalist dedicated to
the "i4 Words" and I am sick and tired of my comrades being victimised on the say so of a load of
communists, Zionists and {ace traitors.

It is my hope that the creatures at Searchlight, r:rho try daily to destroy my "Folk", will now look at
each other. They will know whether I have made this article up or not.

When, the next time the ZOG press or the police go running to "searchlight" in order to try and
destroy my comrades, I hope they may think again. (Although I very much doubt it.)

The next time the cabal who run the "National Lottery" give thousands of pounds in grants (before
that of blind British ex-servicemen) to the so-called "searchlight Education Trust", I hope they will
think again.

Lastly, when the next generation of human waste like Wells, Collins, Sykes and Hill, go running to
Searchlight, either to save their arses or to collect their thirfy pieces of silver, I hope they will
remember the day Nick Lowles of Searchlight gave some "secrets" away.

14 Words. S Cartwright.


